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Arrest Summary Report 
December 9 – 15, 2021 

 
To request a public document, contact the USCP Reports Processing Section:  

(202) 228-4585 
 

You may also contact the USCP Public Information Office with questions:  (202) 224-1677 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TRAFFIC – DUI ALCOHOL OR DRUGS  
12/08/2021  02:04  211208001820 
ADDITIONAL CHARGES:  POSSESSION OF OPEN CONTAINER OF ALCOHOL 
R/O observed a vehicle traveling northbound in the 500 block of North Capitol Street, NE, with no 
front license plate, driving erratically before coming to an abrupt stop at a red light.  R/O conducted 
a traffic stop in the 1000 block of North Capitol Street, NE.  Upon approach, R/O observed the Suspect 
having a hard time keeping his eyes fully open and detected an odor of an alcoholic beverage emitting 
from the vehicle.  SFSTs were conducted and, due to numerous signs of impairment, the Suspect was 
placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for processing.  During the vehicle inventory 
search, R/O observed a clear plastic cup containing a liquid that had an odor consistent with that of 
an alcoholic beverage.  CSS responded to process the scene. 
 
 
TRAFFIC – PERMIT-NO VALID  
12/08/2021  12:16  211208001825 
R/O observed a vehicle with heavily tinted windows traveling eastbound in the 100 block of 
Constitution Avenue, NW.  R/O conducted a traffic stop in the 400 block of Constitution Avenue, NE.  
A WALES/NCIC check revealed the Suspect had an expired license in the District of Columbia with no 

ARREST CHARGE
  
 Date Time CFN# 

Crime Summary  
 
  
R/O = Reporting/Responding Officer CIS = Criminal Investigations Section 
SFST = Standardized Field Sobriety Test CSS = Crime Scene Search 
W = Witness C = Complainant 
S = Suspect LPR = License Plate Reader 
SA = Special Agent CFN = Capitol File Number 
 

Unless otherwise noted, Defendants placed under arrest are transported to 
USCP Headquarters, 119 D Street, NE, for processing. 
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status in Maryland or Virginia.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters 
for processing. 
 
 
SIMPLE ASSAULT DC CODE 22-404 
12/08/2021  18:37  211208001827 
R/O responded to the 300 block of Second Street, NE, for the report of a fight in progress.  Upon 
arrival, the Suspect and the Complainant were separated by R/O-2.  R/O interviewed the Complainant 
who stated the Suspect asked him to pull over because he thought they had been in an accident.  After 
pulling over and exiting the vehicles, the Suspect began yelling and striking the Complainant with a 
closed fist to the face.  R/O observed multiple cuts and bruises on the Complainant.  The Suspect was 
placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for processing.  CSS responded to process the 
scene.  
 
 
CARRYING A PISTOL W/O A LICENSE (CPWL)  
12/09/2021  07:43  211209001830 
ADDITIONAL CHARGES:  POSSESSION OF UNREGISTERED FIREARM/UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF A 
FIREARM OR DESTRUCTIVE DEVICE; POSSESSION OF UNREGISTERED AMMUNITION; POSSESSION OF A 
LARGE CAPACITY AMMUNITION FEEDING DEVICE 
R/O observed the Suspect enter the Longworth House Office Building’s South Capitol Street door, and 
willingly submit to an administrative search by walking through the magnetometer and placing his 
backpack on the X-ray machine.  After the Suspect collected his property and left the screening area, 
R/O noticed what appeared to be a firearm on the X-ray screen.  Immediately, R/Os began canvassing 
the building, when the Suspect returned to the screening area.  R/O conducted another X-ray check of 
the Suspect’s bag, and after observing the firearm in the bag again, loaded with ammunition in a large 
capacity feeding device, the Suspect was placed under arrest.  A WALES/NCIC check revealed the 
firearm was not registered in the District of Columbia, and the Suspect did not have a license to carry 
in the District of Columbia.  CSS responded to process the scene.  CIS responded to conduct an 
interview.  The Suspect was transported to Headquarters for processing.  
 
 
TRAFFIC – DUI ALCOHOL OR DRUGS  
12/11/2021  02:33  211211001839 
R/O observed a vehicle stopped at red light at the intersection of Second Street and Washington 
Avenue, SW.  As the vehicle traveled northbound on Independence Avenue, R/O could hear what 
sounded like a flat tire coming from the Suspect’s vehicle.  A traffic stop was conducted in the 300 
block of Independence Avenue, SW.  Upon approach, R/O observed a flat tire and the vehicle leaning 
on the passenger side.  While speaking with the Suspect, R/O detected an odor of alcoholic beverage 
emitting from their breath, and an odor of marijuana emitting from the vehicle.  SFSTs were 
conducted and, due to numerous signs of impairment, the Suspect was placed under arrest and 
transported to Headquarters for processing.  
 
 
TRAFFIC – PERMIT OPERATING AFTER REVOCATION  
12/10/2021  20:45  211210001838 
R/O observed a vehicle traveling westbound in the 100 block of D Street, NE.  A tag check revealed 
that the tag belonged to another vehicle.  A traffic stop was conducted in the 100 block of D Street, 
NW.  A WALES/NCIC check revealed the Suspect's District of Columbia driver's license had been 
revoked.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for processing.  
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UNLAWFUL ENTRY - MISD 
12/11/2021  18:42  211211001842 
ADDITIONAL CHARGES:  RESISTING ARREST; ASSAULT ON A POLICE OFFICER - MISDEMEANOR 
R/O and R/O-2 observed the Suspect attempting to enter a restricted area of the U.S. Capitol 
Building.  Upon confronting the Suspect, the Suspect ran up the House Steps and attempted to enter 
the U.S. Capitol Building, through the Upper House door.  R/O and R/O-2, along with additional 
responding officers, gave several verbal commands to stop.  The Suspect refused to comply, and then 
started to swing his skateboard at the Upper House door in an attempt to gain entry.  R/OL-3 deployed 
Department-issued chemical spray on the Suspect, who had to be physically restrained prior to being 
placed into custody.  The Suspect was transported to the hospital for evaluation, and then to 
Headquarters for processing.   
 
 
UNLAWFUL ENTRY - MISD 
12/12/2021  19:28  211212001843 
ADDITIONAL CHARGE:  POSS MARIJUANA – FEDERAL 22-844A 
R/Os responded to a report of an intoxicated individual on the Capitol Rotunda steps.  The Suspect 
was coherent, but behaving erratically.  He threw his belongings onto the Rotunda steps and 
attempted to open the bike rack barrier leading to a restricted area.  R/O-1 repeatedly instructed the 
Suspect not to go up the steps.  The Suspect opened the bike racks and walked up the steps into the 
restricted area.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for processing.  
During a search of the Suspect's belongings, a green, leafy substance was located.   
 
 
TRAFFIC – DUI ALCOHOL OR DRUGS  
12/12/2021  21:30  211212001844 
R/O responded to a report of a traffic accident in the intersection of Third Street and Independence 
Avenue, SW.  Upon arrival, R/O observed two vehicles with significant damage and began to interview 
the drivers on scene.  R/O observed the driver of the striking vehicle slurring their words and smelled 
alcohol on their breath.  SFSTs were conducted and, due to numerous signs of impairment, the Suspect 
was placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for processing.  CSS responded and 
processed the scene.  
 
 
FUGITIVE FROM JUSTICE  
12/13/2021  11:05  211213001846 
R/O observed a vehicle traveling eastbound in the unit block of H Street, NE, switching lanes multiple 
times without using signals.  R/O conducted a traffic stop in the unit block of H Street, NE.  A 
WALES/NCIC check revealed the Suspect had a fully extraditable warrant out of Arizona.  After the 
warrant was confirmed, the Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for 
processing.   
 
 
CROWDING OBSTRUCTING INCOMMODING DC CODE 22-1307 
12/13/2021  13:47  211213001847 
R/O observed multiple Suspects chanting, standing in the roadway, and blocking the flow of traffic at 
the intersection of Third Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.  The Suspects were warned to cease 
and desist with their unlawful demonstrations activities but they failed to stop.  Seventy-one Suspects 
were placed under arrest and processed on scene.  
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TRAFFIC – PERMIT-NO VALID  
12/14/2021  17:55  211214001859 
ADDITIONAL CHARGES:  FAILURE TO ID SELF; FLEEING FROM POLICE OFF – MISD DC 
R/O observed a vehicle with an expired registration traveling eastbound in the unit block of 
Massachusetts Avenue, NW.  R/O attempted a traffic stop, but the vehicle accelerated and failed to 
yield until it was stuck in heavy traffic in the 900 block of North Capitol Street, NE.  R/O conducted a 
traffic stop in the same location.  A WALES/NCIC check of the Suspect's name revealed he did not have 
a valid driver's permit in the District of Columbia, Maryland, or Virginia.  The Suspect was placed 
under arrest and transported to Headquarters for processing.  
 
 
 


